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Stoll presents a bale shear for comfortable bale handling.
Safe removal of foil, easy work.

Stoll enlarges its extensive programme by a bale shear with net and foil clamping device
for round bales. Thanks to this new principle the net and foil does not need to be removed by hand. This saves time for feeding your cattle.
After having taken the wrapped bales with the new bale shear made by Stoll, a hydraulic
controlled clamp retains the net and the foil. The cutting knife bisects the bale and the
front part falls down. Afterwards, the tractor drives on and dumps the rear part. Now, it
pulls out the net and the foil together and puts it aside at the foil depot. This works without
the driver having to leave the cabin of the tractor.
The bale shear can also be used perfectly for loading and filling a mixer waggon. The
bale is divided and falls in portions into the mixer drum. By this, the bales will be separated easier and quicker - the time for preparing the fodder is much shorter. For sure, you
may also bisect straw and hay bales with this bale shear while the clamping device holds
the net. The new Stoll bale shear brings many advantages for the farmer. You may not
cut open and pull out the foil and net - which is a hard work. With this procedure, much
time is saved and the comfort for the driver is higher as he does not need to leave the
cabin of the tractor. The foils and nets will be safely divided from the bale by means of the
clamping device.
As for the cutting device and the clamp for the net and foil only one control unit is needed,
the Stoll bale shear is a perfect tool not only for the use with tractors but also for telescopic loaders and wheel loaders.
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